YOUNG SCIENTISTS FUND

The Young Scientists fund was established to support participation of doctoral students and post-docs in IUBS related activities. An active contribution (oral or poster) is required for the young scientists sponsored by IUBS to attend the conference.

The IUBS logo should be used by all recipients of the grant in all the documents related to the conference funded: website, published/printed information, in press releases and/or publications. A written report summarizing the expenditures of the grant should be sent at the end of this year with the title and a short summary of the young scientists' presentations.

APPLICATION FORM

Name of the applicant:
Affiliation of the applicant:

Title of conference:
Date(s) of conference:
Country where the conference is organized:
IUBS Member involved in the organization of the conference:
Organizing Committee:
Scientific Committee:
Occurrence of the conference:
Topics of the conference:
Objectives of the conference:
Title of contributions:
Related IUBS programme(s):

Number of attendees expected:
Number of young scientists to be supported (with names and nationalities if known):
Price of registration fee:
Budget of the conference in Euros:
Other sponsors:
Fund requested to IUBS in Euros:

Additional notes: